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QUESTION 1

Users are complaining that your Cloud Run-hosted website responds too slowly during traffic spikes. You want to
provide a better user experience during traffic peaks. What should you do? 

A. Read application configuration and static data from the database on application startup. 

B. Package application configuration and static data into the application image during build time. 

C. Perform as much work as possible in the background after the response has been returned to the user. 

D. Ensure that timeout exceptions and errors cause the Cloud Run instance to exit quickly so a replacement instance
can be started. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your development team has been tasked with maintaining a .NET legacy application. The application incurs occasional
changes and was recently updated. Your goal is to ensure that the application provides consistent results while moving
through the CI/CD pipeline from environment to environment. You want to minimize the cost of deployment while
making sure that external factors and dependencies between hosting environments are not problematic. Containers are
not yet approved in your organization. What should you do? 

A. Rewrite the application using .NET Core, and deploy to Cloud Run. Use revisions to separate the environments. 

B. Use Cloud Build to deploy the application as a new Compute Engine image for each build. Use this image in each
environment. 

C. Deploy the application using MS Web Deploy, and make sure to always use the latest, patched MS Windows Server
base image in Compute Engine. 

D. Use Cloud Build to package the application, and deploy to a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster. Use namespaces to
separate the environments. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/modernization-path-dotnet-applications-google-
cloud#phase_1_rehost_in_the_cloud https://cloud.google.com/architecture/modernization-path-dotnet-applications-
google-cloud 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using Cloud Build to build and test application source code stored in Cloud Source Repositories. The build
process requires a build tool not available in the Cloud Build environment. What should you do? 

A. Download the binary from the internet during the build process. 

B. Build a custom cloud builder image and reference the image in your build steps. 

C. Include the binary in your Cloud Source Repositories repository and reference it in your build scripts. 
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D. Ask to have the binary added to the Cloud Build environment by filing a feature request against the Cloud Build public
Issue Tracker. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing an application hosted on Google Cloud that uses a MySQL relational database schema. The
application will have a large volume of reads and writes to the database and will require backups and ongoing capacity
planning. Your team does not have time to fully manage the database but can take on small administrative tasks. How
should you host the database? 

A. Configure Cloud SQL to host the database, and import the schema into Cloud SQL. 

B. Deploy MySQL from the Google Cloud Marketplace to the database using a client, and import the schema. 

C. Configure Bigtable to host the database, and import the data into Bigtable. 

D. Configure Cloud Spanner to host the database, and import the schema into Cloud Spanner. 

E. Configure Firestore to host the database, and import the data into Firestore. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://cloud.google.com/spanner/docs/migrating-mysql-to-spanner#migration-process 

Cloud SQL: Cloud SQL is a web service that allows you to create, configure, and use relational databases that live in
Google\\'s cloud. It is a fully-managed service that maintains, manages, and administers your databases, allowing you
to focus on your applications and services. 

https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/mysql Cloud SQL for MySQL is a fully-managed database service that helps you set
up, maintain, manage, and administer your MySQL relational databases on Google Cloud Platform. 

 

QUESTION 5

You work at a rapidly growing financial technology startup. You manage the payment processing application written in
Go and hosted on Cloud Run in the Singapore region (asia-southeast1). The payment processing application processes
data stored in a Cloud Storage bucket that is also located in the Singapore region. 

The startup plans to expand further into the Asia Pacific region. You plan to deploy the Payment Gateway in Jakarta,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan over the next six months. Each location has data residency requirements that require customer
data to reside in the country where the transaction was made. You want to minimize the cost of these deployments.
What should you do? 

A. Create a Cloud Storage bucket in each region, and create a Cloud Run service of the payment processing application
in each region. 

B. Create a Cloud Storage bucket in each region, and create three Cloud Run services of the payment processing
application in the Singapore region. 

C. Create three Cloud Storage buckets in the Asia multi-region, and create three Cloud Run services of the payment
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processing application in the Singapore region. 

D. Create three Cloud Storage buckets in the Asia multi-region, and create three Cloud Run revisions of the payment
processing application in the Singapore region. 

Correct Answer: A 
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